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As referenced in the CAPP 52-19, the
Cadet Advisory Council’s (CAC) purpose is

to serve the echelon commander and
provide them the cadet perspective of any
given situation. Following the needs of the

echelon commander, the CAC is also
responsible for the improvement and

development of aspects in which relate to
the cadet programs. There’s much that

goes into the processes and development
of CAC and for that, this document exists
for the sole purpose of familiarizing the

Civil Air Patrol’s take on Democratic
leadership and so development of the
cadets. Covered in the document will

cover a variety of concepts ranging from
Meeting goal planning to position

descriptions to council timelines, each
with examples, descriptions.
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Abstract

This is not a regulation and should not be interpreted as one, this is a guide which may help CAC
processes.

The version of Robert’s Rules that is being used is the 11th edition and every reference to RRO will be
referring to such version

As the CAPP 52-19 is a pamphlet and not a manual/regulation, the document may advise against
certain sections in which stem from the pamphlet. If this is the case, it is best to make the judgement of

whether to use the advice in this document based on the echelon unit that is in mind.

Theory -- The essential basis in which CAC stems from the philosophy in which growing leaders should be
given the opportunity to lead at an echelon in which offers a more strategic view of leadership than what

they may be receiving from their local unit. With that in mind, CAC is generally perceived as both an
opportunity for cadets to learn and develop solutions which may be helpful for both their echelon

commander and the cadets in which they may be serving. Considering the previously mentioned nature of
CAC, it’s important to distinguish the regulations which guide the CAC. Robert’s Rules of Order (RRO) is the
foundation in which the CAC runs on, yet the implementation of that in a learning environment must allow
the neglect of a few rules to succeed. With that said, this document will cover the specific rules which must

be neglected from RRO. Anything not mentioned in this document must be implemented with the
intentions that RRO provides. A few notes to mention are the following:

 
 Conflict -- Over the writing process of this document, many aspects of Robert’s Rules of Order have come
to create conflict among meshing with the nature of CAC. For instance, elections of cadet officers are not
mentioned in the CAPR 52-16, thus conflicts with many rules that may only apply to members that have
been elected. Since most CAC echelons still propose to use methods of election for their officers, it then
becomes an issue since it conflicts with the ideology that the commander has the final say on who gets
elected as an officer. This explains why some factors of RRO are removed from the document. With that

said, there are factors of RRO that do apply to CAC yet are not mentioned in this document. These rules are
interpreted and implemented solely by the Director of Cadets/echelon Commander and are vaguely

covered by RRO. What is to be noted is that rules that are not in this document are either defined by the
Commander or Robert’s Rules themselves.

Audience -- Lastly, the intended audience for this document are Civil Air Patrol Members who are entering
the Cadet Advisory Council with little experience in either parliamentary procedure or the implementation

of such in a learning environment.



Now you have been just assigned to a position within the Cadet
Advisory Council, you may have been told different things about
what CAC is and what you do. If you have gone to your first
meeting, you may have been introduced to those who will be
working with you and have possibly received your position title for
the echelon that you’re in. If that isn’t the case, then here’s a small
rundown of how your job will possibly look: You will show up to
the meeting, the presiding officer (chair) (the cadet that says “I call
this meeting to order at ##:##”) will talk through a bunch of things
on an agenda that you received, and you may participate in a vote
on a topic that has been thoroughly explained to the group. After
that, the Recorder (The cadet who has been writing notes the
entire meeting) will summarize the meeting and the Chair will call
to adjourn the meeting, which may be followed by a “second”. This
is essentially how a meeting will run and how you accomplish the
tasks in which stem from your position will affect the efficiency of
the CAC echelon you’re in. Regarding what position you hold will
essentially be up to the echelon commander.
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Fundamentals

 

If you are representing your squadron and don’t
know anybody else who is also representing the

squadron, you’re the primary representative of the
squadron.

If you’re representing the squadron and know of a
cadet who currently holds the position of primary

representative of the squadron, you’re the
secondary representative.

If you take any other position with Squadron CAC,
you’re the Assistant Representative. 
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If you are the leader of the council and announce the different topics of interest as
well as the topics of voting, you are the Chair

If you usually sit quietly during a meeting and have to take the position of the chair
whenever they're not there, you hold the position of the vice chair.

If your wrist hurts after a meeting from writing notes and have to take the position
of the chair if both the chair and vice chair irresponsibly went on a date during the

council meeting (they’re not there), then you hold the position of recorder.
If you’re the one who has to deal with both the Chair and echelon commander,

then you are the Director of Cadet Programs for that echelon.
If you’re there to help a bunch of kids learn democratic leadership and are too old

to be a cadet, you’re a senior advisor.
If you are not any of the mentioned positions, you play one of two roles:

One that is designed for that echelon (which then I can’t explain) and has
specific requirements.

You are a visitor/ resident member which means you’re basically there for only
that meeting.

If you do not hold a position above the Unit echelon, you currently hold an officer
position. These positions exist for the sole purpose of making the meetings run as

smooth and concise as possible.

With that, the identification of the previously mentioned positions should be made
clearer so knowing what everybody does at your next meeting should be easier to

determine.
 

Group — You are a primary representative for the squadron or a group officer (except
chair): You wear the basic ribbon and the all-green shoulder cord.

Wing — You are a group chair or a wing officer (except chair): You wear the basic
ribbon with bronze star and an all red-shoulder cord.

Region — You are a wing chair or a region officer (except chair): You wear the basic
ribbon with a silver star and an all-blue shoulder cord.

National — You are a region chair or a national officer (including chair): You wear the
basic ribbon with a gold star and an all-gold shoulder cord.

Ribbons can only hold the star (if earned) at the highest echelon earned.
Ribbons can only be earned as a cadet yet can be worn as a senior member if earned

during cadet phase.
Cords can only be worn during the duration of the term as CAC member.

If you heard a mention that members who have joined Cadet Advisory Council earn a
cord or ribbon, then that is true; to clear up what you earned as you joined, here is how it
works (IAW CAPR 39-3): The all-white ribbon is earned by a cadet who is currently or has
completed a term in CAC as an officer or Primary representative. What echelon you are

working in is determined by your primary representation in said echelon. For instance, if
you are the squadron representative representing yourself to the group, you are in the

group echelon; If you are the group chair (primary representative) representing the
Region, you are in the region echelon. These are the different varieties you may find:

A few things to note about the wear of these are the following:
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As you start your journey through the mysteriously democratic
world that is the Cadet Advisory Council it’s important to note
that the end goal of everything you’re doing is for the benefit

of Civil Air Patrol as a program and the cadets within it as
growing leaders.
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Meeting 
Fundamentals
        While the meeting concept itself may sound difficult to understand,
the purpose of democratic meetings, as outlined in RRO, is to allow
efficiency and clarity among the members of the council. Because of
this, meetings usually only contain the people required and are usually
shorter than the weekly CAP meeting at a unit. With that in mind, this
section will cover the basics of a meeting and how to be polite and
respectful to those in the council. Before everything else though,
remember this, the cadets that you work with on the council are there
to achieve the same goal as you, so please don’t do anything to be
insulting towards them.

     The first rule is quite obvious yet ignored by so many. During meetings, it’s polite to not
initiate or continue any interaction while there is a speaker who is talking to you or the council.
For instance, if during the meeting, Lt. Mitchell and chief Armstrong get into a conversation about
which cadet from their squadron is ‘sus’ while the Wing Aerospace officer is giving a curriculum
outline plan briefing; that would be inconsiderate of the speaker. Essentially, don’t talk while
anyone else is. One more thing to note is that it is required to be formally recognized by the
presiding officer if you are wishing to speak to the council.

     The next rule is really about the communication with you and the rest of the council. And it is
to just be honest and to the point. Nobody on the council wants to hear you speak for an hour
about anything that doesn’t matter or doesn’t need to be that long. If you are giving a brief, it is
advised that you take no more than 5 minutes to brief the council. Uncommon is there a time
that there will need to be more time than that to brief so try to stay within that time. Along with
this, be honest with what you say. This refers to the knowledge of what there is to discuss. For
instance, If the council chair for a meeting did not show up and the chair requested a progress
briefing, the council member should be honest about the progress and not make it seem the
council did less or more than how much the council actually did.

     The last rule is to keep the priority of the meeting at a high level. Especially if you are the chair
or take an important position, it is recommended that you try to show up to the meeting to allow
the purpose of the meeting to take place. Be present to keep a quorum (the required number of
people to vote) is crucial if anything substantial is to be made of the meeting so next time you
plan an event, make sure it doesn’t coincide with the schedule for the meeting. Another note that
goes with this is that the more local the meeting is, the higher priority the meeting is. For
instance, if there was a squadron weekly meeting on the same date as a CAC meeting, the
squadron meeting would take priority. This applies to every echelon and every form of
communication.

2
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Process of
a Meeting

     The meeting is run in a way which allows
everyone to be on the same page while also
allowing efficiency and concision. This section
will guide you on exactly what the schedule
may look like going through the meeting. To
start, before any meeting takes place, note
that one of the officers of the echelon is
required to send out an agenda before each
meeting. This agenda will let you know exactly
what will be discussed and in what order.

Call to order — this is where the Chair of the council
will announce something along the lines of “I call this
meeting to order at ##:##”. This is when everyone has
to be quiet and the meeting starts. Also, it’s courtesy
for the Chair to hit the gavel at this point to signify the
call to order.

1.

A note to this point: It is recommended that the
quorum of cadets be reviewed about every 6
months to determine a statute number rather than
just a percentage.

2. Roll call — The council needs to count how many
people are currently present at the meeting and this is
where the roll call comes in. The purpose of the roll
call is to count how many current representatives
there are and whether it meets quorum (the minimum
number of people required to vote on any given
subject).

a.

Whether the council meets a quorum for the meeting,
the meeting must go on. A rule of thumb to note about
roll call is that if you are to do roll call announcements,
it’s required that you use the cadets position, and not
the name. If John Doe is the chair, you would call “is
the chair present?” and not “is Cadet Doe present?”.
This is not only required by RRO but also saves you the
embarrassment of mispronouncing someone’s name.

3. Adopt the Days Agenda — The next point is for
everyone in the council to adopt the meeting's agenda.
This basically means that everyone agrees on what is

stated on the agenda.

3
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4. Approval of previous minutes — between the
adjourning time of the previous meeting and the
opening time of the current meeting, the officers were
able to mess around with the agenda of the previous
meeting for an array of reasons. This means that the
agenda must then be re-evaluated to allow consistency
within the council. Basically, the reason for this is not to
repeat yourself but rather make sure everyone agrees
that the previous meeting was recorded efficiently.

5. Reports — The officers have previously decided who
is required to give reports. The reports are just a check-
up to see how each member of the report is doing and
their progress on any given project. The agenda will
point out who will be giving the report, so if your name
isn’t on there, you won’t have to give a report.

6. Special Orders — these are instructions or actions
given by the echelon commander to define any task in
which he/she finds appropriate for the CAC to review.
These will be more obvious and have a lot of backing
before they are given so it’s not like they’ll be asking the
council to do anything that seems impossible.

7. Unfinished Business — Not all meetings conclude
with every piece of business completed. This area is for
anything that has yet to be completed. No business will
be removed from this section unless the council either
votes for the conclusion of the business or the author
of the business formally declares closure of the
business.

8. New Business — This form of business is basically
what defines the council in terms of its own progress. In
this section, anything in which the council members
deem appropriate for discussion and would like to
discuss during the meeting will be added to the section.
New business can only be added once. After it’s been
added as a new business, the following meeting it will
then be considered as old business unless the council
or author wishes to have the conversation about the
business again (yet it cannot use any information
gained from the previous call).

9. Open Forum — Here is where the council part of the
council takes place. The members here are allowed to
bring up motions, ideas, and anything else that may be
important to themselves. During this time, it is
recommended that you keep whatever you have to say
short since usually there is a lot to be said at this part of
the meeting.

10. Recall of meeting — This is not required to go into
the agenda though it is required to be covered by the
recorder during every meeting. This section marks the
end of anything else needing to be added to the
agenda. The recorder will cover everything done during
the meeting.



A member of the council may move to adjourn the
meeting. If that is the case, another member must
second the motion to which then the presiding
officer will call to adjourn the meeting.
The presiding officer may call the meeting to
adjourn on his/her own basis.

Adjourn now — Normal adjourn that just ends the
meeting.
Adjourn to continue the meeting later — This, unlike
recess, is meant to allow the meeting to continue at
another given time. Usually because of an event
that comes up to discontinue the majority of the
quorum’s attendance.
Adjourn sine die — This essentially refers to the
ending of the organizational meetings and is only
used to adjourn the final meeting.

11. Adjournment — Pack up and go home, this is
where the meeting ends. Upon completion of the
meeting, anything mentioned in the meeting will have
no impact on the business at all. This means that if
Cadet Doe wanted to mention the new update
regarding the aerospace plan during the meeting but
forgot, he will have to wait until the next meeting to
bring it up rather than post-adjournment. This ensures
that decisions are made only with quorum consent. To
adjourn the meeting, there are two ways the presiding
officer may go about doing so:

 With the adjournment of the meeting, there are
different forms of adjournment which may be called
upon:
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     There is much in which the agenda covers
yet it is important to know how the agenda
works in order to successfully implicate the
goal of the Council. Don’t be afraid of how the
meeting is run, the chair is usually there to
make it easier for everyone.

Council

M
eetin
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Motions

     the point in which you’ve
attended your first meeting, it has
become evident that the use of
motions may seem complicated
and confusing. While the process of
motions may appear quite intricate,
the general basis behind the
motions are to not confuse but
rather raise efficiency and
understanding. The purpose of
these motion regulations are to put
everyone on the same page
without any confusion. This section
will cover the rules of making
motions and a few motions that
you are likely to use during
meetings.

Before discussing the motions that
can be used, the basis of motions
must be covered first. A motion is
essentially an organizational
movement of the council. By calling
a motion, you are adhering that
something must change within the
council in some way, shape, or
form. Motions break down into five
classes with the first being broken
down into two types.

At 

Main Motions
Subsidiary Motions
Privileged Motions
Incidental Motions

Post-decision Motions

4



The council member rises and
addresses the chair — To establish a

main motion, there are two conditions that
must be met: 1. There is no other business

pending (say it during ‘open forum’). 2.
Nobody else has the floor (don’t talk when

others are). When you’re ready to make the
motion, you will rise and announce

“Mr./Madam Chair.”

The member makes the motion — This
is where the motion is actually mentioned

(as mentioned later in the section). For
better responsibility, it is recommended
that you are ready to submit a written
motion to the chair or recorder upon

announcing your motion. Note: In this step,
you do not explain the motion but just

mention it.
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Main
Motions

     Main motions are those that are
used to determine long-term goals
within the council and create the
changes in which you’ve likely heard
that CAC makes. 

Lifecycle of 

A Main Motion

1

The chair recognizes the member —
Irregardless of the chair’s opinion of you,

the chair will then proceed to recognize the
member if the motion is valid in an

impartial way. For instance: “The Chair
recognizes The chicken nugget cadet

squadron primary representative.” Notice
how the chair went by the position and not

the name.

2
3

Another member seconds the motion — Upon announcing a main
motion, it is then required that the motion must be seconded to allow the
motion to take off. To second a motion, all a member must do is announce
“second”. If no one is forthcoming on announcing the second, the chair may

prompt the council to provide a second. If no one were to announce a
“second” or forth an opinion, the motion is said to ‘fall to the ground’. If

someone else in the committee is to bring up a position within the topic
(even without recognition from the chair), the motion is automatically
seconded since that supports the idea that someone else is willing to

discuss the topic.

4
The chair states the motion —

Everything before has been
completed, and now the chair

must impartially state the motion.
For instance: “It is moved and

seconded that …”

5
The members debate the
motion — This is where the

explanation for the motion is then
brought up. The member has the
floor and may do whatever they
may need to discuss and debate
the motion and how it might be

interpreted. 

6

The chair puts the question and the
members vote — Everything that

everyone wants to say is said and it is now
time to vote. The chair will make the vote a

‘yes or no’ question and have the output
determine whether the motion is adopted

or not. 7

The chair announces the result — Now
that the decisions have been made, it is

time for the chair to establish the result of
what happened. Here it is simple since all

the chair does is say whether the motion is
adopted. In the case where someone

disagrees with the vote, the member may
call “division” in which challenges the vote

result for further investigation.

8
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Original main motions — Those in which
the council will be brought with a new idea
not yet covered before, here is where
much discussion is brought up, and council
implementations are made. An example of
this would be as follows: “Mr. Chairman, I
move to appoint a cadet to lead the wing
conference this time around.”

Incidental main motions — These motions
connect directly to an original motion

previously concluded on yet would like
revisions to be made due to any

circumstance. For instance: Madam
Chairwoman, I move to re-discuss the

Aerospace curriculum.”
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Main Motions are divided in two groups



                         are motions which make
the process of main motions easier to
work through or at least more
desirable. As a rule of thumb, these
motions should be used if you think
that what you have in mind is what the
majority of people have in mind. These
motions must also require a second.
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Subsidiary
Motions

These
The following motions are considered Subsidiary motions and are used
as such during the process of main motions:

 

Postpone Indefinitely — The
use of this motion is to rid the
council of the current motion
without voting. You are
essentially saying “I don’t think
we should vote on it (even
though nobody would agree
with it) but rather just push
aside the discussion forever.” It
is a great tool for strategists
since it allows the cancellation
without opinions getting in the
way.

Amend — What’s important to
remember when discussing
this motion is that once a
motion is voted on, it cannot
change. The point of this
motion is to change the
wording of the motion to
(usually) allow it to be better or
clearer to those that may not
understand it. Please refer to
RRO for more information
regarding the rules to amend.

Commit or refer — Think of
this motion as short for
“Committee”; with this motion,
you are attempting to move
the development of the motion
to a committee. This means
that the council will not be
allowed further discussion of
the motion.

Postpone to a Certain time
(or definitely) — With this
motion, you are essentially
attempting to move the
discussion or process of the
motion to another time.
Whether it be the same day, or
on another day, it’s best to use
this motion when the
discussion is said to go for an
extended period of time and
there is plenty of other work
yet to be taken care of.

To shorten, or lengthen, the maximum time members may
speak in debate, or to extend a particular member’s speech.
(The given allocated time by RRO allows only to speak twice a
day for no more than 10 minutes).
To set the number of times members may speak
To set the total number of speeches each for and against the
motion, and to set the maximum length for each speech.
To define the total time allocated for discussion, or to define the
time after which debate will be closed and voting will take place.

Limit or Extend Limits of Debate — This is pretty straightforward
since the goal of this motion is to change the rules of the debate
currently at hand. The more common rules changed are as follows:

4.2



Previous Question — The purpose of
this motion is to signal the end of a
debate/discussion. Upon approving
this motion, any further debate point
will be nullified and not-considered.

Lay on the Table (not literally) — This
motion refers only to temporarily putting
aside motions. It is recommended only
for when the motion will take time to
discuss so should be discussed last.

While there is quite a bit to remember
regarding subsidiary motions, the use of
the majority of them aren’t so common
therefore will not be something that is
required heavily of the use of.
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Subsidiary
Motions

Main
Motions



                      motions are motions
in which it takes privilege above
any other motion being played
out. These motions should only
be used if required by the
committee. Note that some of
these do not require the need to
be addressed by the council
therefore interrupts the current
speaker.

One's dealing with matters that affect the
entire group — Physical comfort of members,
questions about the organization, questions
about the conduct of its officers or employees,
and questions about the accuracy of published
reports.
One's dealing with matters that affect an
individual — An example of this type is an
inaccurate report of something a member has
said or done.

Raise a question of Privilege — This motion is
generally used when there is a topic that has a more
immediate nature to be discussed rather than what is
currently being discussed. For instance, if you are
unable to hear the chair announce the current topic of
discussion, you might need to raise a question of
privilege in order to fix the issue at hand. This motion
has two general implications regarding the members
as well, such as:

CAC  for Cadets
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Privileged
Motions

These

Call for the Orders of the Day
— The purpose of this motion
is to get the meeting back on
the agenda. This is usually
used when someone is talking
too much and the council
needs to get back on schedule
in order to continue to the
given ending time.

Recess — When you make this
motion, your goal is for the
whole council to take a break
and reconvene later to pick up.
It’s just a break.

Adjourn — As mentioned in
the previous section,
adjourning the meeting is
ending all processes in which
the council are currently
picking up. Basically, it refers
to the end of the meeting.

Fix the time to which to
adjourn — This motion will
allow you to pick up the
meeting at another time
without losing progress in the
current motion. These
consequences the term
‘adjourned meeting’ or
meeting that has already been
concluded. This meeting is one
that has technically ended, yet
the discussion is still on the
floor.

4.3



                      are pretty much any
motion which don’t fall under a
certain category, but are used for
specific situations.

Point of Order — Eventually
someone is going to break the
rules in some way, shape, or
form. The point of this motion
is to call to the chair that
someone is breaking a rule.
Calling this requires that you
also point out what rule is
being broken (refer to RRO for
rules).

Objection to the
consideration of a question
— This motion is only allowed
to be used before the debate
of the motion that is being
discussed. If used during or
afterwards, the arousal of this
motion is then nullified. This
basically means that the
motion in question should be
thrown out.

Motions -- Incidental Motions

Incidental
Motions

Suspend the Rules — If the
circumstances given warrant
the exception to one or more
rules, this motion will allow for
the committee to break some
specified rules in order to
accomplish its task at hand.

Appeal the Ruling of the
Chair — This motion is to go
against the ruling of the chair
and have the situation be
considered by membership.
Basically, if the ruling to appeal
the chair is seconded, the
ruling in which the motion is
sent to the table to be decided
later.

Division of a question — In
the case where the motion
contains multiple actions that
some you wish to vote against,
the call to this motion will
allow the council to divide the
motion up into several sub-
motions and have a vote on
each of them to determine the
vote of the whole.

Motion related to methods
of voting and the polls — By
using this, you are enabling the
use of a different form of
voting among the council. Note
that the use of this may not
overwrite the call to make the
poll a hidden one.
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These

Consider Seriatim — To separate the motion by paragraph
and have the individual paragraphs be voted on individually.

Consider Seriatim — To separate the motion by paragraph
and have the individual paragraphs be voted on individually.

Aye

Aye

Nay

Nay

4.4



Motions -- Incidental Motions
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Motions related to
Nominations — You would go
about using this motion when
you want a specific method to
specify nominees which are
not covered by the bylaws.

Request to be excused from
a duty — This speaks for itself,
the motion of this establishes
that you wish to relieve
yourself of your current duties.
Note that this obviously does
not require to be seconded.

Parliamentary Inquiry — This
essentially stops the current
motion temporarily to hold for
a question regarding the
parliamentary procedure in
which is being processed. For
instance: “Madam
chairwoman, parliamentary
inquiry, please”, at this point
the chair will ask what
question you have which you
will then ask a question
regarding the legitimacy of the
parliamentary procedure of
the council.

Request for Information — At
one point or another, you will
wish for more information in
order to make a determined
vote. This is where you will use
the ‘Request for information’
motion to retain said
information. Make sure to use
this if you are ever confused
about some form of
information.

Request for Permission to
withdraw or modify a
motion — In the situation that
you are the author of a motion
and wish to withdraw or
modify a motion and the chair
has already repeated the
motion, this motion exists just
for you. By calling the motion
to withdraw, you are not
required to second the motion.
Calling the motion to modify,
someone may argue upon the
motion since it may be against
the intent of the member.

Request to read papers —
The request to read papers
permits that one or more
people may read a document
in which is related to the
motion. Note that if there are
any objections to this, the
motion is then nullified.



If there is no previous notice of the motion and it basically
has the effect of rescinding the motion, then a two-thirds
vote is required.
If someone mentions that the motion will be brought up to
the next meeting during the time of the current meeting
(I.E.- previous notice), then a majority vote is required.

Rescind or amend something previously adopted — Changing
previously made motions are usually a form of policy change and
therefore are not recommended taking this avenue to do such.
The rules of voting with this are as follows:

In the case where there is no notice and it’s not to basically rescind
the motion, the majority of the entire membership is required, this
means that everybody who holds a position within the council is
required to vote and absentee votes are counted against the
motion.

Motions -- Post-decision Motions
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Post-decision
Motions

     Sometimes, post-processing of a
motion, a call to re-consider the
motion (even if it’s decided several
months ago) may be brought up with
this. These motions generally exist
for the sole purpose of concluding or
revisiting motions previously
instated.

Reconsider — To use this
motion means that you are
wishing for the council to
revote on the motion in which
was previously passed. For
instance, if you are thinking
that the vote that you made
last meeting wasn’t really
correct, then you could call this
to revote on the topic.

Discharge a committee —
This means that the further
action of a committee is no
longer required and that any
action can then be referred to
the council for more
instruction. This doesn’t
necessarily disband the
committee but rather hold it
under suspension.

Take from the table — As mentioned earlier, laying to the table
means the current motion is set aside; with this motion, you are
bringing it back from the table onto the floor to be further
discussed. The chair may decide to take it from the table with
unanimous consent if they wish to do so.

4.5
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It’s quite noticeable that there’s quite a bit that goes into what
motions exist and how to interpret said motions. Over the

time of your term, you will learn what motions you must use
more often and how to use them. Another tip is to try not to

sound too technical with the motions that you pass.
Remember, if the motion sounds too technical or confusing,

the committee will possibly nullify it due to their lack of
understanding of said motion. Essentially, all the formerly

mentioned motions exist to make the process as clear and
concise as possible to get change done, you don’t want things

to take longer than what they already have to.

Final Note on Motions



Processing a motion may seem difficult at
first especially with it’s eight steps,
however, the process is there to make
sure everyone is on the same page. A
crucial aspect of having everyone within
the group have the same interpretation of
the motion is the debate. Especially if you
are the chair to a council, the debate will
test your leadership skills in the
democratic style. In the process of the
debate, the rules in which are set out by
RRO exist for the reason of giving the
members of the council equitable rights to
the arguments in which they may have.
Note that there are motions in which are
not debatable over. These motions are
ones that are only a “agree or disagree”
situation and cannot be argued on. 

Main motion — Debate is limited only by rules for
length and number of speeches, and rules of
decorum.
Postpone indefinitely — Discussion can
encompass the merits of the main motion
Amend — Debate is limited to the merits of the
proposed amendment.
Commit — Discussion is limited to merits and
details of referring
Postpone to a Certain Time — Discussion is limited
to merits and details of postponing.
Appeal — In the case where the underlying subject
is essentially undebatable, there may be no debate.
Request to be excused from a duty — There are
no limits to this discussion due to the uniqueness of
the situation.
Rescind or Amend something previously adopted
— Discussion can go fully into the merits of the
subject.
Reconsider — Discussion can go fully into the
merits of the motion to be reconsidered, unless that
motion is undebatable.

Debates / Discussions
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Debates /
Discussions

The motions in which can be debated on are
the following:

5



Assigning the floor — The rules to assigning the
floor to a cadet is all dependent on the chair’s
preference of the meeting. This also depends
on the situation in which the motion is to call to.
Basically, the call is to go from least important
to most important.
Maintaining the appearance of impartiality
Handling an appeal — With handling appeals,
the preference must go to those who have the
case in which proves the strongest.
Taking the vote — Upon completion of the
debate, the chair will then call for a vote among
the primary representatives of the meeting to
determine the future outlook of the current
motion. Voting is discussed later in this
document.

Debates / Discussions
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The presiding officer at the start of the debate will
announce the discussion of the topic to initiate and
then be brought up upon the council. Once it’s sent
to the floor, there will be several actions in which
the chair must keep in mind throughout the
entirety of the meeting:

With the working of Debates of CAC, the primary
goal is to keep everyone on the same page and in
doing so, give everyone the equal opportunity to
voice their opinion of the given motion.
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Cadet
Positions

     By now, You’ve probably seen or at least imagined
what a meeting might look like. If that’s the case,
having the concise knowledge of each position and
how they play a role in the making of CAC will definitely
benefit you during a meeting. What encompasses the
majority of the Cadet aspects of these positions play
not with the interpretation of the motion but rather
the process in itself. In short, playing a cadet role in the
CAC means to support the Senior member’s process of
moving a directory with the general approval among
cadets. Basically, You are representing cadets.

Being the primary chain of command in rank
between Those on the next higher echelon and
those who serve on your echelon.
Having a level of impartiality and respect for
those who serve as fellow officers.
Comprehending and understanding RRO enough
to confidently serve as the Chair
Having former experience in CAC.

Chair — The position of Chair in any given echelon of
CAC refers to the primary representative of the CAC to
the higher echelon along with the responsibilities that
come with presiding the council itself. Responsibilities of
the chair generally include:

To take the position of the Chair in the
circumstance that the Chair is absent.
To appoint and hold responsibility for the
Committees in which work under the current
echelon of council.

Vice chair — In this given position, the description is
quite vague but has a striking element to it. The
essential purpose of the cadet in which serves vice chair
are the following:

Recorder — The position description for this job is quite
straightforward, the job is to take notes and keep up-to-
date agendas that follow the meetings themselves.
Along with that, the Recorder’s job is to also take the
position of the chair if both the Chair and Vice chair are
both absent.

6
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Primary Representative — This position belongs solely
to the squadron echelon of CAC. The purpose of this
position is to act as the representative of your squadron
to the Group/Wing. If permissible by the Unit
commander, you may receive direct CAC proposals from
cadets in your squadron (without going through the
chain of command) and may make decisions to bring
them up to group if you find them functional enough to
do so.

Assistant/Secondary Representative — The position
here is either to assist the primary representative or
take the place of said representative if they are not
present.

Special position — There are certain positions which
are given to cadets that don’t belong to one of the
previously mentioned descriptions. The regulations of
said descriptions may be altered by the echelon
commander. Refer to RRO for more information
regarding specific positions that are uncommon.

Visitor — This position within CAC might sound
redundant, but has specific rights and regulations to
determine its importance. The purpose regarding this
position is determined by the cause of the invitation.
Whether it be to watch or give a presentation or
anything in-between, you are currently a member. With
basic membership rules, you are allowed to vote and
debate on a committee if need be.

     If noticed, the mentions of Primary and secondary representatives are brought
up here. The rules for whoever acts as the primary representative within a council is
given to the highest ranking officer that represents the council. For instance, the
chair by default will represent as the primary representative. In the circumstance
where the chair is not present, the vice chair will then take the position (and the
same rules for recorder). It is imperative that the position descriptions are known in
order to properly preside or make well-informed decisions for the echelon.



Appoint / Remove members of the CAC within the
echelon, following these rules:

Region Commanders — may appoint 2 (or more)
Phase IV or Spaatz cadets (primary and
assistant).
Wing / Group Commanders — may appoint 2 (or
more) cadet officers (primary and assistant).
Composite / Cadet squadron commanders — If
they wish, they may select 1 (or more) cadet
NCO/Officer to represent the squadron in the
group/wing echelon.

Approve or Deny policies which are provided by the
CAC through the Director of Cadet programs.
Direct the CAC to deliberate on an issue regarding
the Cadet Programs within the echelon and require
the CAC to submit their recommendations via
writing. Note, this issue cannot relate to an official
complaint or inspection program.
Create and implement bylaws which are followed by
the CAC.

Senior Members
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Senior
Members

7     As defined by the CAPR 52-16, the Cadet Advisory
Council is mobilized depending on the requirements
which are set out by the commander of the given
echelon. With this, it is important to understand the
fact that the CAC has no authorization to implement
any policy in which it is provided. As the commander
is the proposing leader of the CAC, this section covers
the responsibilities/tasks which may be delegated or
handled (IAW CAPR 52-16):

     As the commander is not directly responsible for the
CAC, they appoint a member to take the position of
Director of Cadets. This position in relation to the CAC is
the middle-man between CAC and the Commander. The
DoC will receive information regarding approved
motions and implementable processes and bring it up to
the commander for further processing. Although the
DoC may represent the echelon to the commander, the
DoC takes no responsibility with the processing of CAC
members, RRO implementation (with the exception of
support), and cannot delegate orders among the CAC
without approval of the Commander.

      The implementation of given bylaws along with RRO
is advised not by specific positions but rather the Adult
Leader advisors of the CAC. Given in each position at
CAC, the inclusion of one or more senior members are
required to keep order in the council as would a
Sergeant-at-arms. These members are not allowed to
vote nor change rules, but rather support the processes
of the council itself.

Essentially, senior members have their own given responsibilities within the echelon yet do not
have a position within CAC but rather support CAC throughout its missions.



There are a few rules to voting in which are commonly ignored by CAC
yet are critical to the rights of the members in the council. Out of those
cover the rights of the cadets. The first rule to cover in regard to this is
the rule that once the voting process stops, you have no right to speak
for any given reason. This means that you cannot explain your vote
even if prompted (by anyone). Please with this, note that it is not
required for everyone to agree on a vote, and you need not explain
your reason to the committee. The second of the rules is the ability to
change your vote. During the voting process, you may change your
opinion on what you would like to vote for. During ballot votes only
can you change your vote before the final result is announced. In
unanimous voting, the vote may change throughout the process as
well. In every other form of voting, changing votes is prohibited. The
last (and quite obvious) rule is that your vote only may count as one,
even if you represent the largest region/group/wing, you represent
one representative within the committee. While these are somewhat
clear before understanding the processes of RRO, having clear
knowledge of these will be crucial to success in CAC.

Voting
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Voting
8

      As previously mentioned, the involvement of motions is the
primary purpose of CAC, and because of that, having the knowledge of
voting and what it entails will help widely in the process of moving
motions. The purpose behind voting is to get a general understanding
of the group’s opinion towards a concept. If the group were to be
divided with their opinions, it would be statistically proven through the
voting process and vice-versa. Though it might seem obvious on voting
in regard to the process, it’s a little more complicated in how it works
since there are different situations that apply different types of voting.
This section will cover different forms and rules for voting.

     As voting is the whole point of representation among a committee,
voting as the representative for your echelon is crucial for giving the
cadets in which you represent a proper voice. Whether it be for the
prevailing or the minority side, you are in some way responsible for
the outcome which comes from the vote (even if you abstain from the
vote. Essentially, make sure it’s in your best interest to represent your
echelon. With the importance of voting, there is also the right to
abstain from voting. As RRO states, the only reason to abstain from a
vote is if the outcome of the vote will interest you in a way it does not
with everyone else (personally or monetarily). Though abstention is
mentioned in RRO, it is not a rule which must be followed but rather a
recommendation. One thing to know about abstained voting is that it
does not count as a vote. This means that it counts as neither for nor
against the given motion. The only way it would count would be if it
were for attendance.
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      In terms of the methods which CAC may use to vote is all
dependent on what the circumstance calls for. There are
essentially three groups (defined by this document) on what
form of voting is used. The following are the different forms of
voting which can be used (IAW RRO):

Unanimous Consent — The quickest form of voting in the
book, this form of voting involves just asking if anyone
disagrees with the motion. If not, the motion is then passed. If
someone were to disagree, another form of voting must be
used to determine precise statistics.

Recommended in CAC:

Voice Vote (viva voce) — Most commonly used in small
councils (such as CAC), this form of voting entails the chair
calling a general statistic for those who agree and those who
oppose. Using this is best recommended for general motions
which aren’t as impactful. EX: “Those in favor, say ‘aye,’ those
oppose, say ‘No’.” Note, this vote exists to determine majority
vote.

Counted vote — The only difference between this and rising
vote is that someone is appointed the position of counter to
have an exact number of people which represent either side.

Roll-call vote — Definitely the most common vote tactic in
Cadet Advisory Council, Roll-call voting involves having the
members attribute their name to the vote. Usually this is seen
in CAC with the use of calling to the specific representative for
their vote.



With the inclusion of ballot votes, the ballot form must have the
following:

If the ballot vote decides a motion — the question is clearly
stated by the chair, and you’re instructed to mark your ballot
for or against.
If the ballot vote decides an election, you’re instructed to write
the name of the candidate of your choice on your ballot.

During an election vote, a member can vote for anyone, even if not
nominated since it is in the member’s fundamental right.
It’s best to conduct the vote all in one meeting by printing the
forms and having the members fold them up and put them in a
hat, yet there are other ways of doing it. Not recommended, you
can also vote via mail, email, SMS, etc…
Only once the polls close, the members can no longer vote.
As long as The presiding officer votes within the same time
restraints as the members, he/she may cast a vote in a ballot vote.
The chair may not make a tie-breaker vote.
With counting ballots, the teller must keep in mind:

Blank ballots are treated as scrap paper.
Illegal votes cast by legal voters count toward the total votes
cast, but they don’t count for any individual choice or
candidate. These votes are illegal:

Unintelligible ballots
Ballots cast for an unidentifiable or ineligible candidate
Two or more marked ballots folded together

If a marked ballot is folded together with a blank ballot, the
marked ballot counts as one legal vote.
Each question on a multipart ballot is counted as a separate
ballot. If a section of the form is not filled out, the section is
null, but not the rest.
If a member votes for more/fewer choices than positions to be
elected, the vote is considered illegal.
If the vote is discernible, the vote cannot be considered null.
Votes cast by illegal voters must not count.

Upon completing the ballot voting, the chairman of the tellers
reads aloud the tallies to the membership though does not give the
result, that is the job of the chair.
The result of the ballot must be fully recorded in the agenda.
Having a process of destroying the ballots is highly recommended.

Voting
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Voting By Ballot

     Used commonly in elections, voting by ballot involves each
representative or member who is allowed to vote to have their vote be
private by submitting a form in which indicates the vote itself. The vote
itself will only allow one vote per member and must be contained to
the stakeholders of the circumstance. There are a few rules that define
the voting by ballot:
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Not Common in CAC

Highly Discouraged in CAC

Rising vote — This form of voting involves the same
process of Voice Vote except having the members rise
instead of stating agreement/disagreement statements.
Also noted with this is that the use of this is determined
for councils which require two-thirds vote. Also, common
with this is the use of Cards and hands to indicate votes.

Plurality voting — This entails the use of multiple choices
rather than just two. The issue with this is that there can
be a choice in which prevails even though most disagree
with that solution. Plurality votes are prohibited for
elections unless the commander has stated it to be so.

Proxy voting — RRO strictly prohibits this type of voting
for multiple reasons and only allows for this if specifically
stated out in the bylaws (which CAPR 52-16 doesn’t point
out). Proxy voting means that the member may give the
power of voting to a legal attorney to vote on their behalf.
This becomes confusing when the member delegates a
legal team (which can then make more than one vote) or if
multiple members vote with one attorney (which can give
the attorney much more power in his/her choice of voting).

Cumulative voting — In the case in which you want the
minority of members to have as big of a voice as the
majority, cumulative voting exists to give members
multiple votes rather than just one. It is not recommended
since it converses the idea that CAC is made up of
representatives holding one opinion in any situation.

     As a growing diplomatic cadet within CAC, having the
understanding of the different forms of voting allows for
the fellow members to equally share their vote. As
mentioned in section 4, there are motions in which
contradict the outcomes of votes as well as request a
revote if required. It is recommended that you keep the
CAC voting in the same way it already does (as long as it is
fair) since it’s usually useless changing the whole process
to fit RRO.



Auditing Committee — This is a board of members who are
selected in order to keep track of the treasurer’s financial
movements. Not commonly found in CAC, these still have a
major purpose if the echelon deals with financial circumstances
(which can be established by the echelon commander).
Membership Committee — This consists of members
who review and act upon the attendance of members.
Essentially, they are in charge of how membership
should look within the committee.
Finance and budget committee — Also not commonly
found in CAC, this form of committee is used to keep
track of limiting the treasurer or even taking the
position of the treasurer for more wisely-built decisions.

Standing Committees — These exist throughout the echelon’s
lifespan and have a continuous purpose within CAC.

     Throughout your experiences in CAC, committees will
be used as a method of achieving the intended goal of a
larger motion without having all the members of the
board be present. A committee is a group that consists
of people who are trying to accomplish the goal of the
motion. Referring to RRO, there are two main types of
committees which may exist. These are the following:

To create a committee, the membership voting
among the motion will agree to the action that a
committee is required in order to complete the task.
The CAC will interpret Committees as groups related
to the echelon yet are existing to the extent that a
certain task must be completed and having that task
completed among the council would serve
inadequate. As a CAC member, it is your
responsibility to constantly review the effectiveness
of the leadership within the committee in order to
complete the task and have a running opinion of the
committee which depends on their reports.

Committees
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Committees
9

Special Committees — More commonly found in
CAC, these are committees in which exist for the
purpose of accomplishing a given task. Usually, in
CAC, these will be formed by motions.
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9

When creating a committee, it is usually on everyone’s mind
that the committee will need members. The process of
appointing members to a committee is determined by the
chair. The following methods can be used to appoint members
to a committee:

Appointment by motion — This is commonly used in special
committees. The process involves having completed a motion then
making a new motion to create a committee with the appointed
members within the motion.

Appointment by chair — While it can be used for both committees, it
is best recommended for the use of special committees. This is
straightforward just involving the chair personally choosing each
member to be appointed to a committee.

Ballot election — The standing behind this is that the committee
members must crucially complete their tasks and so the members of
the council will vote to appoint specific members.

Open nominations — This method is most used in CAC since it
allows most liberty. The process of this form of appointment allows
the members to vote themselves in as they please. Not recommended
for smaller committees, the purpose of this is to allow members to
engage better with their leadership skills and interests.

Nominations by the chair — In this case, the chair will not directly
appoint the member, but have the council vote on the member in
which it is nominated.

Appointment by definition in the bylaws — Extremely uncommon
in CAC (due to lack of proficient bylaws), the bylaws will act as the
appointment factor within the council. Essentially, if the bylaws state
that a certain member (by position, not name) must be in a position,
the member must then be part of the committee. This form is usually
found within Standing committees.

At least one member of the committee must be a member within
the given echelon of CAC in which the committee itself was
created.
CAP members who are not currently in CAC may not represent the
committee among the council echelon unless bylaws specifically
allow it. 
The member who is in the echelon of CAC will be appointed the
position of chair/representative for the given committee. This
entails the responsibility of honestly reporting the progress of the
committee when required by the agenda.
The chair member of the committee may chair multiple
committees at once.

The question of who may be part of the committee (in CAC) is
something that is quite confusing to CAC. Since the CAPR 52-16 makes
no mention of the legalization of committee members, the committee
member rules consist of the following:

Essentially, at least one person has to be the connection between the
council and the committee.
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9

For Committee Chairs

      In the circumstance that you have been appointed the
chair of the committee, your job will be as if you are doing any
other type of leadership task within the cadet programs. Tips
to success and efficiency as a committee chair include the
following:

Use delegation wherever you can — Especially if you are a
cadet officer, delegating may be a task which you may find
daunting and difficult. What’s important to remember is that
everyone in the committee is invested in completing the task
(whether they were volun-told or not), so the emphasis on
motivation will be as important to you as it is to the members.

The purpose of your committee
The previous progression report
What has changed from current and past report
What the committee plans on doing between now and the
next report

Report clearly — When giving reports to the members, it’s
important to note that they aren’t as knowledgeable in the
given field as you might be; because of this, it is recommended
that when you give your report, you spend no more than 30
seconds covering each of the following:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Recognize the members — As the leader of the committee,
your task is to guide the committee towards its intended goal.
If you are the author of the motion which created the
committee, chances are that you know most about the given
topic. Since that’s the case, take value in the other members
within the committee since they will provide different views
that even you (as the most knowledgeable of the topic) might
have missed. Don’t shrug off the members’ ideas.
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For Committee Members

(Not Chairs)

     For those of you who are committee members, this
subsection should serve as a guide for the processes within
the committee. Essentially, it’s important that you are on the
committee since it serves as proof of dedication to the
improvement of cadet programs beyond what is required.
Here are a few tips that should help you with being a
committee member:

Take active interest in your committee’s work — This is not
asking you to focus all your time and energy towards the goal
but rather have general interest in what the committee is
doing since it will help the process run smoother.

Think creatively about the process — even though you are
not the chair, that doesn’t mean you are not an innovator.
Having a constant flow of creativity and criticism towards
everything the committee does will allow the committee
members to see the progress from multiple directions to
make the best decisions.

Don’t be a robot, take initiative — You can’t depend on the
chair of the committee to make all the decisions; have
initiative and motivation towards work. You don’t want to wait
longer for working rather than having it gotten over with.

Be actively participative with the other members —
Everyone in the committee is there for the same purpose, so
be sure to collaborate and work effortlessly towards the
completion of the goal.

For all

Committee Members

Be patient — It will take much time for processing to be
completed outside the control of the committee. Because of
this, it is crucial to be patient. After all, you’re making changes
within the cadet programs, it’s important that everything is
done in a timely fashion.

Have precision in mind — As mentioned earlier, you are
making a major change within the cadet program. It is
important to strive for excellence and precision with your
work. Do not allow cracks to break the integrity of the project.

Don’t overwork yourself — Though it is important to work
quickly, it is equally important that you do not overwork
yourself. Chances are that at the start of the committee, you
had a racing mind with millions of ideas regarding what you
should do. It’s not bad to think like that yet it’s crucial that you
take your time on implementing those millions of ideas.
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Extra
Rules / Tips

10

     Through the process of writing this document, I’ve noticed
that some rules that apply to CAC don't apply to one of the
eight sections pointed out. Because of that, I decided that a
section with rules that stand out would allow for the rules to
be acknowledged separately. The following rules which are
mentioned apply to CAC but do not have enough information
to be considered in one of the previous sections:

(IAW CAPR 52-16) A commander can appoint a member to CAC
for one year, however, members cannot be in the same
echelon of CAC for more than two years.

(IAW CAPR 52-16) Each term begins at the commander’s
annual conference and must appoint the members of the next
term by July 1st

(IAW CAPR 52-16) The chair is responsible for sending out the
agenda with all information attached no later than 10 days in
advance of the meeting. This task may be delegated.

(IAW CAPR 52-16) CAP NHQ will allot funds to pay off any travel
expenses for national CAC meetings (in-person).

(IAW RRO) The presiding officer may not hold any personal
opinions while presiding over a meeting. If they are doing so
(or any other reason), the council may vote to remove the
chair from their position. This wasn’t mentioned in motions
since its on shaky ground with the rule that the commander
has authority to remove officers from their positions. Use this
with caution.

(tip) for those that are writing for CAC — make sure to keep
the wording of your documentation as simple as possible. The
recording of the documentation may not be understandable
by future CAC members which can make interpretation more
difficult
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There is much to the interwebbing processes of CAC, and it may

seem confusing or deliberately intricate; however, the purpose

behind all of this is not to make meetings difficult but rather equal

to all involved. As a CAC member, it’s important to interpret this

document not as a rule book but rather as a guide to the success of

your echelon’s CAC. Make adjustments and judgements as

required to fit your council. The final note that I might note among

those reading this is that the purpose of CAC is to accomplish goals

that relate to the cadet program while also teaching an upper-form

of democratic leadership that may be helpful to the cadet. Since

CAC is intended to teach as much as it is to accomplish goals within

the cadet program, it is recommended that some rules may be

broken or changed in order to teach leadership.
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